Ovation After 5
Wrap

Requirements
1 x piece of satin 50 cm wide X length required (sample is 1.6 meters)
1 x piece of lining fabric the same size
3 x pieces of Organza 40cm x 40cm
3 x pieces of satin 15 cm x 15cm
1 x large button
Flower design from page 2
Chalk to transfer design
3 x polyester threads to match the organza & satin
4 x polyester overlocking threads for construction.
Baby Lock Ovation
Clear foot or Curve foot for appliqué
Sewing machine (to sew button hole)
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Photo copy the flower on this
page and enlarge to the size
you desire.
Cut around the photocopied
flower or for a stronger
template trace onto template
plastic or cardboard.

PIC 1

Trace around the template with chalk
onto the reverse of the satin (pic 1)
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Cut a square of organza much larger than the size of
the flower. (pic 2)
Place the organza on the right side of the satin over
the flower design, (pic 3)
Pin through the petals to hold in place. (as seen in
pic 4 over the page)
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PIC 3

Set the Ovation up for a
narrow right coverstitch
with a stitch length of 2.5
use the threads which
match the organza.
Reduce the presser foot
pressure 2 clicks down,
remove the standard foot
and replace with the clear
or curve foot. The clear
foot makes it easier the
see, the curve foot makes
it easier to stitch the
curves.
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Starting from the centre stitch the petal shapes in
a continuous line, finish in the centre and tie the
ends off on the wrong side.
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Using sharp pointed scissors, trim back the excess
organza, careful not to cut the stitching. Place a
square of satin on the right side over the centre of
the flower.
Stitch the circle from the wrong side the satin will
twist slightly, raising the centre circle giving a 3D
effect.
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Take the threads through to the back, (pic 7) and tie
them off, trim back the excess satin.
Repeat this placing the flowers where you desire on
the corner of the wrap.

Convert the Ovation to a four thread overlock, place the right side of the satin to the right
side of the lining and overlock all sides leaving an opening of 20 cm in the centre of the
short end where there are no flowers. Turn through and press, hand stitch the opening
closed. Try the wrap on and mark the position for the button and button hole, stitch the
button hole and hand sew the button in place.
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